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Skateboard stickers have always been highly collectable, and this will be the first book to bring

together some of the most popular stickers, both classic and new. At a time when skateboarding

has already established itself in the mainstream, and is now coming back into the 'cool', the book

will have massive appeal, combining a nostalgic 'revival' element appealing to the older generation

of skaters, while also having a big appeal to current younger skateboard enthusiasts. The book will

also have global appeal due to the widespread popularity of skateboarding culture.The book will

feature stickers from the following brands: Alien Workshop, REAL, Toy Machine, Girl, and Santa

Cruz. Approximately 30 stickers will be included from each brand.
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The SRK (Studio Rarekwai) is a creative studio based in London and Jakarta. Initiated by a director

and producer partnership in 2006 with a focus on documentary films, SRK grew in size to house a

troupe of creatives whose skills encompass filmmaking, sound design, animation, illustration,

publishing, and events. The SRK has worked with Polydor Records, ARTE TV, the BBC, Channel4,

Film4, MTV, SONAR, Spaceshower TV and a number of international non-governmental

organisations. Their books include RackGaki, Graffiti Asia, and the Stickerbomb series (all Laurence

King).

My nephew is going through teenage angst, and you can only grab his attention when it's cool

skateboard stuff, and this hit the mark. This is what winning feels like.



This was a gift for a preteen. While some stickers may be inappropriate, most are completely fine.

It's fun for the recipient to read about these skate companies and their stickers. The stickers

included are the good kind that would cost a few bucks a pop. That was a pleasant surprise. I was

worried it would be full of the less cool off brand type stickers. There are many of the larger stickers

that the teens always want. I would buy another volume in a heartbeat.

Great selection, and a whole lot of nostalgia. But the stickers are fairly cheap and paperish. They

won't stand up to any sort of light scratching or even a dash of humidity.

Good book. Awesome stickers from 90's era skateboards. The stickers are paper-backed, not really

high quality screen printed ones, but good enough for indoor use.

Awesome stickers! Look great on my tool box. Stickers aren't meant for outdoors but perfect for

indoor use.

Fabulous! Whole family loved it! We ordered the second one sane day first one arrived.

All the great stickers I used to have on my skateboard!

Best value by far for true skateboard stickers don't be fooled by other sellers claiming skateboard

stickers reD the reviews you get random cheap crap but with this book you get actual skate stickers

a must buy !!!
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